The cases (n = 1 and all s) and (n > 1 and s = 2) are proved. The proof consists of two steps : (3.4) : A reduction of the corona statement to a problem on uolynomials (2.1). (2.4) and (2.6) : Solution of this problem on .polynomials for <n=1, all s) and (n>^1, s = 2). Section 2 contains further alternative problems related to the Corona-conjecture and a discription of ?(l) in terms of complete ideals (see (2.8) ).
In section 4 a detailed study of the ring K < X > (i.e. n = 1) is made. In particular a theorem of M. Lazard on zero's of analytic functions is generalized.
As an application of this one gives in section 5 a complete description of the clo- 
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For any Banach space E,E 1 denotes its dual. For a bounded K-linear map |^ : E^ --<-E^ , the dual map : E^ --*• E^ is denoted by ^ •. For operations on Banach spaces like direct sum (I), direct product W and terms as A-orthogonal, orthonormal, weak Hahn-Banach theorem, spaces of countable type we refer to [5] Let X^ ,..., X^ be indeterminates, then K^ ,..., X^\ denotes the affinoid algebra in n-indeterminates over K. That is, K^ ,..., xj consists of all power series ^_ a^ X^ such that lim | a^| =0. (2. T) Con.iecture: c (n, s) < oo for all n and s.
In this section we will show c(l,s) = 2 for all s(>-. 2) and c(n,2) = 2 for all n. In section 3 it is shown that "c(n,s) < oo for all s and fixed n" implies the Corona statement for dimension n. We start by considering the case n = 1.
(2.2) Main lemma. Le^ I be a finitely generated ideal in V^ such that I 0 V ^ 0.
There exists a p c V, f> j-0. such that ^1 c v [xj. and ^1 (^ m(v) [x] . 
This finishes the proof of the first part of (2.2).
To-show that the bound c(l) 4. 2-is best possible w«. construct an example :
Write X -1 = Q.G where Q and G are monic polynomials of degrees d-1,resp. d.
Put f(X) = p^ F( p~^yi} and g(X) = ^> ^ ^~1X) where p C V, and 0 < I ^ |<1.
Then f and g are also monic polynomials belonging to V [x] . Take J = (f,g). Using the notation of case (i) above we clearly have J = (F,G) and 6 (J) = 1. Hence Remarks. Corollary (2.4) will suffice us in proving the Corona conjecture for dimension 1. In the rest of this section we discuss some more detailed results which might be useful-for dimension > 1. (ii) I F\ V is a principal ideal. deg^ (|)(p^) < d^ , deg^ <p(p^) < d^ = deg^ (|)(f^). In this we substitute for n n n
Remark. In the next proposition and. corollary -we will give an algebraic interpretation of 6 '(l) .using complete ideals and integral closures of ideals. We will use tacitely the exposition on complete ideals given in [ Remarks. The conjecture c(n,s) < DO can now be restated in the following -way :
There exists an integer A, only depending on n and the number of generators of I such that (I' F\ V) A C I f} V.
In this form one does not need the condition that V is a valuationring. More general we conjecture the following :
Let R be a normal domain» I a finitely generated ideal in R As we have seen this conjecture is true if R is a valuationring (then A = 2).
Also if R is a Dedekind domain the conjecture is true with A = 2. Further one sees that this conjecture would imply c(n,s) < M (all n,s) and consequently it would solve the Corona problems for any dimension.
In the following proposition we give still another formulation of the conjecture c(n,s) < &o for all n and s.
•^ Proposition. Let V be a rank } valuationring with algebraically closed quotient field K and let f G V[X, »..., X ] define a nonsingular hyperplane of K [X ,..., X ] . Suppose that there exists an integer A only depending on n such that the ideal I C V(X, ,..., X 1 generated by f and -^ (i=1 ,.. . ,n) satisfies The Corona con.iecture is :
Let K denote the algebraic closure of K which is given the unique valuation alg extending the valuation of K. Then the image of -^(K ) 11 in the maximal ideal space of K < X ,..., X > (which is given the Gelfand topology) is a dense subset.
A more explicit formulation (see [2j pg. 163, for the proof of the equivalence of the two statements) is : One implication in this statement is trivial, namely : if f. ,..., f generate the unit ideal then j^ g. f. a 1 for some g ,.... g € K< X ,..., X -> . i=1 1 1 It follows that ^ > (max (|g. l| ) >>0. The other implication will be proved in this paper for n = 1 and for n > 1 , s = 2 in a more precise form : The theorem will now follow from the following two lemmas. Put h^ = I^L X 01 , (h^) € K and put H. , s ((h^).)., C "b(N -->K). by c(l,2) = 2.
•(2) It seems likely that Corona-conjecture for dimension n implies c(n,s)^ oo for all s.
(3.7) Corollary. (G -) is true for all n >/ 1 and vith A = 2. ------is. ^ o ------------------- §4. Interpolation and zero's.
In this section we study the ring K<X> in more detail. First of all we generalize a theorem of Lazard ([3J ; theoreme 2). to the case of bounded analytic functions. We use approximately the same notations as in [3] ;
A divisor D defined (or rational) over K is a map D :A(K ) -> 2 satisfying ; for any P , U < P < 1, there exists a rational function over K (i.e. an element of K(X)) which has a divisor (in classical sense) E satisfying E(^. 
o9-for every complete valued field L 3 K. Li
Let t?t(K) denote the algebra of all power series over K with radius of convergence >y 1. For any f€jr(K) we denote by (f) its divisor. To show that (f)Co8^ we remark that for any P , 0 < p < 1 , any ideal in K ^X,<^'is principal and generated by a polynomial € K [x] . In particular thereexists a polynomial P C K[X] with PK [X,pt = fK [x,p| . Hence (f) C ^^.
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There, is a convenient.way to represent a positive divisor over K ( [3] ; (4.3)):
The set^llll^ C A(K^g) ; D(X) ^ 0^ is at most countable and can be written aŝ (ii) J^ X is surjective then the inverse of t^: K < X ^ / ^ -^ 'lTK<K>/p \ has norm A. such that the following diagram is commutative
Moreover Li is an isometry. Further -if ^ is surjective then the inverse of the induced ma-p t^:
Proof. Apply (U.U) part(i) and (ii) with P. = X-\. . 
Moreover for every maximal ideal M 3 I the residue field K < X > /" provided ------- with the quotient norm is a valued field* If V. is. non-trivial then K < X > / is a '"big" field extension of K.
Proof In this section -we investigate the set of all closed, subspaces of E which are invariant under T.
(5.1) Lemma. Let F C E be a closed subspace which is invariant under T. Then : 
The map Fg -> Y\ is surjective and has a nontrivial kernel. So using (ii) one finds id(F ) ^ id(E ).
(iv) Apply (iii) with F = F and F = n(id(F)).
(5.2) Lemma. Let P C K < X > be a polynomial of degrees, normalized by the condition : all the roots of P have absolute value ^ 1. As in (U.5) there exists
("b) For every closed invariant subspace F of E with dim F = s < oo there exists a polynomial P C K < X ^ of degree s which has-only roots of absolute value < 1 such that F = n(PK < X > ).
Proof. We show first dim n(PK < X ^ ) = s. Write P = X s + o< In shoving im ^ = n(PK < X ^ ) it suffices to prove im (^ Cn(PK < X S ) sincê is already known to be isometric and dim(K < X >/ )' = s = dim n(PK<X '>•). Take 1 £ (K < X ^ /(p))'. ^hen for all n ^0, o( (X"?) (|<(l)) = h to 6((X n P)(l) = = /S oT(X n P)(l) = 0. Hence, since ^(X^) = \ o ^(P) for all n >, 0, we find P (P)( ^ (1)) = 0.. This means im ^ C ker p (P) = n(PK < X '> ).
a) id(n(PK <XS))=QK<X> where Q is. a polynomial dividing P.
Applying "n" again and (5.1) part (iv) one finds n(PK <' X > } = n(QK < X >). Since dim n(QK < X > ) = degree Q,one obtains P = Q. b) Let T denote the restriction of T to F. The characteristic polynomial P G K [X] of T^ satisfies P(T^) = 0 or P(T) 6 id(F). Hence for some polynomial Q 6 K [x] which divides P we have id(F) = QK < X > * After applying "n" one obtains F = n(id(F)) = n(QK < X > ). So deg Q = dim F = s and Q = P. Clearly all the roots of P have absolute value < 1, otherwise P = uP^ where u is a .unit in K < X > and degree P^ < s which is impossible. Proof. In view of (5.3) and (U.3) all we have to show is that 0 is surjective. Let F be a closed invariant subspace of c (N -> K) and f 6 K < X > , f^O , f£id(F). Since sup HQ. P ... P. ... P (| ^ QQ according to (4.U), we obtain after taking i, n i 3. n the limit of n -> 00 , x. C F. So we have shown that F = Z.F 0 n(P.K ^ X "> ) and this sum of subspaces is (l(f)l| < -orthogonal. Each F f\ n(P.K < X ^ ) is finite dimensional and equals n(P.K < X > ) for some P. dividing P. , according to (5.2) .
Let D be the divisor which has the decomposition D = TTp. . Then it is clear from (5.3) that F = n(l^).
Remarks. (1) This theorem resembles of course the following "theorem in the complex case: |^23 page 66, "every closed subspace S of the Hardy space H (A), invariant 2 under multiplication by z, has the form S = FH , where F is an inner function". p However, the multiplication by z, defines a shift-operator in H (A) whereas our concern has been the anti-shift operator T : c (N -^ K) -> c ((N -^K). As is well known every ideal in K [xl has the form PK {XJ where P is a polynomial which has only roots of absolute value ^ 1.
(2) If the valuation of K is discrete then the non-trivial, closed subspaces of c (IN -^ K) which are invariant under the anti-shift operator T have finite dimension. This follows from (5^) and the remark that every ideal in K < X > is principal and generated by a polynomial.
